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About This Game
Worst Case Z is a first-person survival horror game.
Story:
Worst Case Z is a first-person survival horror game, in which you take a role of security worker in a nuclear power plant in the
middle of a city. After a meltdown and a huge explosion in one of the reactors during the night shift, you are under shock. As if
that were not enough, the radiation caused unexpected mutations in the genetic material of many people. This is the beginning
of a fight between life and death, and there is a mystery to unravel.

Gameplay:
The player has the main task to leave the nuclear power plant. But there are a lot of things to do. First you have to find some
important objects. You will need a gas mask, a geiger counter and other things. You will also be pursued by mutated Zombies
that will hunt you all the way through the power plant. Unfortunately, you are only a security worker with no experience in
fighting. So there will be situations when escape is the only option for survival. Another problem is that you have only one
contact person, a german guy from the Office for Emergencies.

Features:
A pure survival horror experience
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Scary and schocking moments
Dark, creepy atmosphere with different light effects
A capturing soundtrack to underline the dangerous atmosphere
Mysterious sound effects
The graphics were not made to be realistic.
The game has it's own old school graphic style, it's own kind of atmosphere.
FPS: Logged at 60 Frames per second.

Available screen resolutions:
1280x1024, 1280x800, 1280x720
1400x1050, 1440x900
1600x1200, 1680x1050
1920x1200, 1920x1080
+Video Gamma regulation and FOV settings

Additional graphic effects:
SSAO, Bloom, Atmospheric lighting and shadows
Warning:
This game contains: Blood and Gore, Violence.

PS.: Only the best will survive. Feel free to scream whenever you want.
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Title: Worst Case Z
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
BME Digital Studios
Publisher:
BME Digital Studios
Release Date: 15 Apr, 2016
a09c17d780

English,German
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worst case scenario zombie movie. worst case zeitkomplexität. worst case z. worst case z gameplay. jim sterling worst case z.
worst case z pc. worst case fresnel zone. worst case z steam. worst case z game. worst case zero. worst case z review. worst case
scenario
A decent game considering its release date. Very simple, something kids would like. In 2016 it would have been okay, a little
dated, definitely not worth the asking price of $15 relative to the competition but something I would pick up for $5 or less on
sale just to collect it as a game.. not sure about the direction the games taken in 2018 but this made me skip school back in the
day xD. Cheaper than a beer. More fun too.. Plays like a boardgame. Needs lots of micromanaging (unless you use the auto
tools, but seriously why would you do that).
You need a good memory + geographical memory (otherwise youll have to click a lot between news panel and country
selection). Has somewhat a steep learning curve, but this is merely cause this is not your ordinary concept pc game.
I havent had the opportunity to play real boardgames like Diplomacy or Twilight Struggle. But this game keeps me entertained. I
wouldnt worry about the price (seen worse games for more).
Only minor bad points are: mediocre tutorial (there is a manual however, see your local files), resolution swaps to a fixed
1024x768 (font is not sharp\/smooth), has an old flash standard-stock button look (the theme looks nice though), there is no
ingame option to adjust the sound volume (not a biggy imo)
I will update this review later on, when Ive had some aditional hours into this game. As I am not entirely sure about the
replayability of this game (the price vs fun ratio of the game is reasonable imo)
Oh yeah, almost forgot: +1 for the company name ;). Dang this is a pretty sweet experience. Definately recommend you check
this out. Excited for the future with this one.
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Quantum Conscience is a fun visual novel with a bit of a twist \u2013 rather than making direct choices, you choose whether to
read someone's mind, and then your character acts according to the information they have (or their emotional reaction to the
information). It's a nice variation, and the fact that not reading thoughts is the default means it's on the player to choose to
invade others' privacy (whatever your intentions). The game is short enough for the mechanic not to outstay its welcome, and
there's plenty of variations within the endings to make for fun replays.. Another great telltale game where your choices make a
difference. Great story, awesome characters. Totally masterpiece!
Which is Sasha's least favorite month?
August!. Okay, I just started this, but it's pretty close to perfect, especially considering that I got it for 99c.
Big thumbs up.. Played so far for only 20 mintues. Im relaxed. I play some more and more and more. Ty Killgame A+
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=FpnZBmXEk7E&t=3s. Hey, that's pretty good
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